DSP Processor Fundamentals: Architectures And Features
Synopsis

This cutting-edge, practical guide brings you an independent, comprehensive introduction to DSP processor technology. A thorough tutorial and overview of DSP architectures, this book incorporates a broad range of today's product offerings in examples that illustrate DSP features and capabilities. This book is especially useful to electronic systems designers, processor architects, engineering managers, and product planners.
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Customer Reviews

BDTI, employer of this book's authors, is the world's foremost independent authority on the analysis of DSP processor designs. This book details many of the aspects of processor design that yield a processor that performs well on DSP applications. As a colleague of mine once remarked, "This book gives away all the secrets." The writing style of this book is brief and to the point, but complete. It uses many commercial DSP processors as examples but does not focus on any particular one in complete detail. This book will be most useful to hardware designers of DSP processors. It is not a reference for DSP algorithm or software developers.

The Pipelined concepts are very good, with examples of different processors and its architectures. The material provided with examples is very good.
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